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Under Pericles' administration the power of the city went
from strength to strength. The subjects of her Empire were ruled
with a firm hand. The fund formed from the tax which they
still paid into her treasury accumulated steadily. Throughout
the Aegean trade flourished under the protection of her all-
powerful fleet. The population multiplied. Foreigners came
to settle; and the city grew rich as no other Greek city had been
rich before. Above all, the artistic and literary genius of its
members was developed to a pitch unrivalled in the history of the
world. For Pericles was an enthusiastic patron of the arts. He
built temples which were supreme masterpieces of architecture.
He gathered round him a company of sculptors, poets, historians,
and thinkers whose names must rank among the greatest of all
time. In a word, he made Athens, as he himself boasted, an
'education to Greece'.
In culture, therefore, as in power, Athens now far outshone
her sister-states of Greece; and partly for this reason, partly
because from such portions of her literature as still survive we
can know more of her than of the other states, it will be well
henceforward to concentrate almost exclusively upon the various
aspects of Athenian life. Broadly speaking, though other states
lagged far behind the brilliance of Athens' democracy, we may
take what is said about her ways and customs as more or less
typical of the rest.
V
ATHENIAN DEMOCRACY
I. POLITICS
in these days of huge national states whose population is
numbered by the million and of empires which extend over
many continents, it is very difficult to form a clear idea of what
democracy meant in a Greek city-state. We call England a
democracy; but in point of fact the political activities and

